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carbon-connect AG solidifies its Sustainable footprint Planting Three Million Bew Trees with a 
Climate-Friendly Website Label  
 
carbon-connect AG, a Swiss based company that was founded in 2013 with the clear purpose of 
providing individuals and companies with simple solutions that contribute to climate protection and 
sustainable development solidifies its digital footprint projecting to plant three million new trees 
with a climate-friendly website label. The company is working with this goal in order to become a 
world leader in carbon offsetting, project development and carbon management services. 
 
The company has been establishing various digital partnerships with target to solidify their digital 
presence, and reach a broader audience. In order to do so, the company will launch by the end of 
September, an online network & competence center for their clients and the highly niche companies 
operating in the sustainable industry. 
 
Pascal Freudenreich the co-founder and CEO of carbon-connect AG, told Intelligenthq, on a recent 
interview how he was motivated to found his company:  
 
“The company is the result of enthusiasm and commitment to make a contribution towards a 
solution of the biggest challenge humanity faces in 21st century. The way it operates is that in 
collaboration with our customers, we support high-quality climate protection projects, thereby 
creating a more livable world for us and our children. We show environmentally and socially 
responsible companies the simplest way to make their entire organisation or processes carbon-
neutral. Through the targeted support of high-quality climate protection projects, our clients can 
improve their image and assume a pioneering role in active environmental protection.” 
 
Pascal was inspired to found carbon-connect AG, after having been introduced to the carbon market 
in 2012.  carbon-connect AG emerged a year later, with a vision and original strategy: To provide 
people with ways through which they could compensate their carbon footprint, by supporting high 
quality climate protection projects.  The company provides their clients (which span from an 
individual to a big corporation) with various climate friendly labels. By adopting a label, any 
individual or company can cut their carbon emissions. In 2013 Marussia F1 ™ Team established a 
partnership with carbon-connect AG, becoming carbon-neutral, as carbon-connect AG was able to 
successfully offset the Marussia F1 Team’s entire carbon-footprint for 2013. 
 
In the website one can easily calculate one’s carbon footprint, by using an online calculator with 
integrated offset opportunities and an online payment system. Some of carbon connect labels 
include: “carbon-neutral company” and “climate friendly website”. What you pay will be used to 
offset 100% of your carbon emissions by investing in high quality climate protection projects.  
 
carbon-connect AG supports as well organizations, which plant trees in South America and Africa. 
Pascal Freudenreich says that it is the company’s goal to plant three million new trees with the help 
of our customers buying this label. 
 
As Pascal Freudenreich said: “The sustainable revolution and green innovation have the potential to 
become the next major social and economic turning point and could become the next growth engine 
for the global economy.” 
 
With companies like carbon-connect AG, anyone can now contribute to a greener and better planet. 

https://carbon-connect.ch/en/
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